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The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 2: Seminumerical Algorithms (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1981
Knuth's multivolume work, widely recognized as the definitive description of classical computer science, is now available in an attractive, boxed set. The three volumes included in this set have each been revised recently to reflect developments in the field. As earlier editions clearly demonstrated, they comprise an invaluable resource in...
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Intelligent Computer Techniques in Applied Electromagnetics (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
This book contains papers presented at the International Symposium on Electromagnetic Fields in Mechatronics, Electrical and Electronic Engineering ISEF’07 which was held in Prague, the Czech Republic, from September 13 to 15, 2007. ISEF conferences have been organized since 1985 and from the very beginning it was a common initiative of...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Better SkinAlpha, 2004
From diet to peels—a complete picture.
 A skin-care expert and a medical writer provide readers with a lifelong plan for good skin. With advice for everyone from teens to seniors, they cover such topics as the importance of diet, exercise, and water intake; which "cosmeceuticals" and pharmaceuticals...
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The Art of SportPrentice Hall, 2003
The Art of Sport is a book about sport, but not only this: it is also a book about the beauty, the unexpected, the grace, the anguish, the triumph and the pain of sport.

In this collection, Reuters photographers have captured the significance of moments in time. More often than not the photograph needs no caption: it tells its own story...
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Aha! Solutions (MAA Problem Book Series)The Mathematical Association of America, 2008
Every mathematician (beginner, amateur, and professional alike) thrills to find simple, elegant solutions to seemingly difficult problems. Such happy resolutions are called ``aha! solutions,'' a phrase popularized by mathematics and science writer Martin Gardner. Aha! solutions are surprising, stunning, and scintillating: they reveal the beauty...
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Einstein's War: How Relativity Triumphed Amid the Vicious Nationalism of World War IDutton Juvenile, 2019

	

	"Stanley is a storyteller par excellence."--The Washington Post

	Kirkus Review starred review; Publishers Weekly starred review; Booklist starred review

	

	The birth of a world-changing idea in the middle of a bloodbath
...
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The Miracle of Vinegar: 150 easy recipes and uses for home, health and beautyHarperCollins, 2021

	
		150 simple ways to use this amazing, low cost ingredient. Cleaning, cooking and everything in between!

		
			Make delicious dips and marinades
	
			Soften your towels
	
			Do away with dandruff
	
			Descale your kettle
	
			Discover sumptuous slow...
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Encyclopedia of Religion, 15 Volume SetMacmillan Technical, 2004

	A sacred space is any place recognized for its ability to direct the mind and body to holy matters. The basis for this power varies considerably. Sometimes spaces act like reliquaries—enclosures that mark the deposit of a saint’s remains, or the site of an unusual event such as a vision or manifestation of divine power, or the...
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Administering ArcGIS for ServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Installing and configuring ArcGIS for Server to publish, optimize, and secure GIS services


	About This Book

	
		Configure ArcGIS for Server to achieve maximum performance and response time
	
		Understand the product mechanics to build up good troubleshooting skills
	
		Filled with...
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Designing Embedded HardwareO'Reilly, 2002

	



	This is a book about designing computer hardware and specifically about designing small machines for embedded applications. It is intentionally hardware specific. There are plenty of books out there on writing code for embedded systems (such as Michael Barr's excellent Programming Embedded Systems in C and C++, another...
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Linear Algebra and Its Applications, 4th EditionCengage Learning, 2005

	Renowned professor and author Gilbert Strang demonstrates that linear algebra is a fascinating subject by showing both its beauty and value. While the mathematics is there, the effort is not all concentrated on proofs. Strang's emphasis is on understanding. He explains concepts, rather than deduces. This book is written in an informal and...
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The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 4, Fascicle 2: Generating All Tuples and PermutationsAddison Wesley, 2005

	
		Finally, after a wait of more than thirty-five years, the first part of Volume 4 is at last ready for publication. Check out the boxed set that brings together Volumes 1 - 4A in one elegant case, and offers the purchaser a $50 discount off the price of buying the four volumes individually.

	...
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